


The following 1d10 list of giant rat-themed locations can be used to flesh out your homebrew world’s cellars, dungeons, 

swamps, caves, forests, and anywhere else giant might be dwelling. Whatever the reason is you find yourself rolling on this 

table, we hope that the ideas listed below help you unlock adventure and tell unforgettable stories!

d10 Location
1. A hellish dungeon built by devil-worshipping cultists who used it for ritualistic sacrifices. Giant rats now roam its 

abandoned halls, blessed by the lingering dark magic which caused them to grow wings and breathe fire.

2. The bloated corpse of an enormous owlbear slain by adventurers a few nights prior. Living inside of the carcass is a 

family of giant rats which use the owlbear’s hollow eyesockets to exit and enter their den.

3. A decorative treasure chest which a frightened noble trapped a giant rat inside after discovering it in their bedroom. 

The starving vermin can be heard desperately scratching at the walls of the chest from the inside.

4. The cellar of a dumpy tavern which is overrun with giant rats. Rather than continue to try and kill them all, the tavern 

owner simply hosts weekly giant rat fights, allowing patrons to place wagers on their outcomes.

5. A large ship that is sailing a group of colonists to a newly discovered land. Hidden aboard this ship by a group of 

enemy spies are several crates containing dozens of giant rats meant to infect the passengers. 

6. A foggy and disgusting smelling swamp filled with giant rats, some of which can grow to the size of an alligator. The 

rats are extremely territorial and use their long tails to silently swim through the murky waters.

7. A series of caves which were once home to a kobold clan. The kobolds used giant rats to keep their caves clean, but 

the rats’ population became so large, they devoured the clan and claimed the caves as their own.

8. A forest which shares a close border with the Feywild. The resulting magical influence has caused the giant rats living 

in the forest to grow extremely long necks and possess mischevious magical abilities.

9. A snow-covered canyon which a clan of frost giants throw their trash and waste down into. In addition to several 

magical artifacts buried amongst the piles of trash, giant tundra rats scurry about in search of food.

10. An abandoned city that was placed under quarantine by the King and Queen nearly a decade ago after it was infest-

ed with thousands of plague-bearing giant rats. Nobody has entered the city since.

Unlock Adventure
We’re constantly releasing new 1d10 tables for you to use in your upcoming sessions, so don’t miss out! Click here to access 

even more random tables themed around different and specific monsters.
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